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Abstract
As a response to limitations of the conventional food system, alternative food networks such as 
community  supported  agriculture  and  direct  selling  box  schemes  have  emerged  in  Romania, 
involving close producer-consumer connections and an emphasis on local and organic produce. 
Through a multi-case study of two such networks in the city of Cluj-Napoca, their contribution to 
the establishment of a sustainable food paradigm has been explored. An important synergy within 
the networks was how good food is equated with peasant produce, but issues regarding quantity, 
delivery arrangement, power relations, and inclusiveness constituted potential conflicts. Although 
challenged by unfavourable trends on national and EU levels, the networks are becoming more 
embedded on a horizontal level, through an intrinsic focus on community in one case and through 
good quality food stimulating good relations in the other case. Alternative food networks in Cluj-
Napoca contribute to a sustainable food paradigm by promoting agroecology,  reclaiming socio-
cultural factors of food provisioning, and being part of a (re)peasantisation process. To contribute 
further to a paradigm shift, the question is if actors within the networks can foster closer alliances, 
further emphasise the socio-cultural aspects of agri-food as well as recognise the broader political 
significance in their actions. 
Keywords:  alternative  food  networks;  sustainable  food  paradigm;  conventional  food  system; 
embeddedness; (re)peasantisation; agroecology; Romania. 
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1. Introducing the Theme
Ensuring that everyone in the world are able to eat well is a central focus for many development 
institutions, research institutes, as well as activists and social movements. In a context of major 
ecological challenges, such as climate change and resource depletion, it is crucial to study strategies 
for  doing this  in  just  and sustainable  ways  (Marsden & Morley  2014).  The conventional  food 
system (CFS) has a range of environmental, social, and cultural limitations, and is characterised by 
a process towards increased control and ordering, often at the expense of small-scale producers 
(Ploeg 2008).  The CFS is  here defined as the supply chain largely “dominated by productivist 
agriculture and large companies producing, processing, and retailing food on a national and global 
scale”  (Morgan,  Marsden,  &  Murdoch  2006:2).  These  limitations  call  for  exploring  ways  of 
organising food systems differently (Marsden & Morley 2014). 
As a response to the limitations of the CFS, alternative strategies are being employed in different 
places  around  the  globe,  for  example  in  the  form of  community  supported  agriculture  (CSA) 
schemes, community gardens, and agroecology movements (Goodman & Goodman 2009; Ploeg 
2008;  Wezel  et  al. 2009).  In  contrast  to  the  CFS,  these  initiatives  are  highly  diverse  and 
heterogeneous,  and in various ways embedding food in spatial  and social  connections.  Food is 
conceptualised  as  more than  just  a  commodity,  often  based on small-scale  agroecological  food 
systems and community ownership (Marsden & Morley 2014). This is often referred to as “food 
from somewhere”, in contrast to the disembedded and globalised nature of food exchange in the 
CFS,  where  food is  increasingly  provided from “nowhere”  (McMichael  2009).  Together,  these 
alternative strategies emerging could be seen as seeds of a sustainable food paradigm. 
Some features of such a paradigm can be found in Romania, a rural country with half the land 
owned by small-scale farmers, using traditional practices with a high level of diversity (Hartel & 
Fisher 2013; Voiculescu 2008). Transitioning more thoroughly into a sustainable food paradigm 
might,  therefore,  be  easier  here  than  in  countries  where  small-scale  agriculture  has  been 
marginalised. However, Romania is following in the footsteps of other countries in the European 
Union  (EU),  with  a  growing  focus  on  industrial  agriculture,  and  an  increased  presence  of 
commercial  actors  in  the food sector  (Rowe 2012).  As a  consequence,  small-scale  farmers  are 
challenged and consumers are concerned about the decrease in food quality (Hirsch 2013; Möllers, 
Buchenrieder, & Csaki 2011). 
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Strategies for circumventing the growth of the CFS in Romania and sustain local producers are 
emerging through the  construction  of  close urban-rural  ties,  such as  CSA initiatives  and direct 
selling vegetable schemes (Hirsch 2013; Ve an & Florean 2013ț ), often referred to as “alternative 
food networks” (AFNs) (Goodman & Goodman 2009). 
1.1. Task Description
The idea and practice of a sustainable food paradigm is being established in different places around 
the globe,  including Romania.  Since the CFS only recently started to grow in Romania (Rowe 
2012), I consider it relevant to study alternative practices here since their prospects to constitute 
durable alternatives to the CFS should be greater. Further, most research on AFNs has been done in 
countries  where small-scale agriculture is marginal (Goodman & Goodman 2009). Adding a case 
from the  Romanian  context  could  provide  new insights  on  the  implications  of  these  kinds  of 
networks. More specifically, through a multi-case study I aim to explore how two AFNs in the city 
of Cluj-Napoca, Romania can contribute to the process of establishing a sustainable food paradigm, 
focusing on the perceptions and experiences of the involved actors. Thus, the research question is: 
How can alternative food networks in Cluj-Napoca contribute to the establishment of a sustainable  
food paradigm in Romania? 
This involves exploring in what ways the networks are constituting a durable alternative to the CFS. 
For this purpose, I use Holloway  et al.'s  (2007) multidimensional framework for studying food 
projects  to gain a complex understanding of the AFNs so as to identify relevant synergies and 
conflicts  among  the  involved  actors.  I  also  use  embeddedness as  an  analytical  tool  since  the 
potential of AFNs to contribute to a paradigm shift can be more thoroughly assessed by exploring 
how the exchange of food is socially, environmentally, and politically incorporated in the local and 
broader  institutional  context  (Sonnino  &  Marsden  2006).  Therefore,  the  contribution  to  a 
sustainable food paradigm will be understood through the following operational research questions: 
– What potential synergies and conflicts of production, supply, and consumption exist within 
these alternative food networks? 
– To what  extent  are  these  alternative  food  networks  embedded  in  the  local  and broader 
institutional context? 
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1.2. Outline
In  section  two  and  three  I  outline  the  characteristics  and  limitations  of  the  CFS,  and  start 
conceptualising features of a sustainable food paradigm. In section four, I introduce the Romanian 
context, focusing on the growth of the CFS and signs of a sustainable food paradigm. I introduce 
the analytical frameworks of multidimensionality and embeddedness in section five. In section six I 
describe  the methods I  have used in  the study.  Section seven and eight  constitute  the  analysis 
chapters  where I  first  outline the nature of the AFNs together  with the synergies and potential 
conflicts, after which I discuss the layers of embeddedness. In concluding chapters nine and ten, I  
summarise the contribution to a sustainability paradigm together with a research agenda. 
2. The Conventional Food System as a Backdrop
In this chapter, I first discuss food and agriculture in a broad historical perspective, then address  
how  the  situation  is  different  today,  for  example  with  neoliberal  policies  being  employed  in 
agriculture. After this I explore the implications, focusing on disembeddedness and dispossession of 
peasants.  Lastly,  I  acknowledge  the  sustainability  turn  within  the  CFS,  but  argue  that  these 
strategies are unable to ensure long-term sustainability and justice. 
2.1. Food and Agriculture in an Historical Perspective 
Food has a major socio-cultural significance for communities world-wide, with a range of distinct 
traditions related to eating and growing, but is often framed simply in economic terms (Murcott 
1982; Weis 2007). It  is,  for example,  commonly argued that agriculture is important for global 
prosperity  with  significant  economic  successes  precedented  by  revolutions  in  agriculture, 
generating surplus food at  low prices (Timmer 2009). These revolutions, however,  have mainly 
been through industrialisation and the use of external  inputs  such as  fertilizers,  pesticides,  and 
improved seeds. This can be seen in the Green Revolution which spread around the world from the 
1960s, resulting in great yield gains and benefits for global food security, but with side-effects such 
as soil degradation, pollution, losses of biodiversity and traditional knowledge, and a favouring of 
wealthy farmers (Griffin  1979:213; Pingali  et al. 1997; Rosset 2006). Perkins (1997:258) argues 
that “if success means an increase in the aggregate physical supply of grain, the Green Revolution 
was a success”, but it did not end hunger for disadvantageous groups. Further, the reduction in  
farmers' autonomy1 through dependency on external inputs often caused indebtedness (Patel 2013). 
1 Autonomy is here defined as “a desire for freedom, self-organization and mutual aid” (Chatterton 2005:545), 
especially in a context of government and foreign market intrusion (Wilson 2013:727). 
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2.2. Why the Situation is Different Today 
As the  externalities  of  productivist  agriculture are  becoming evident,  it  is  clear  that  the Green 
Revolution  model  of  agriculture  is  not  sustainable  (Holt-Giménez  & Altieri  2013;  Horlings  & 
Marsden 2011). The global food crisis in 2007-8 served as a major shock to the CFS, eroding the 
notion of an abundance of cheap food (Marsden & Morley 2014; Rosin  et al. 2012). More than 
being related to limited food supplies, Bailey (2011) and Brown (2011) argue that the crisis was 
caused by price inflation, benefiting commercial farmers and impacting mainly the poorest who 
could not afford to buy food. Even so, the food crisis has sparked a renewed interest around “food 
security”, aiming to increase production, through the use of the same Green Revolution ideas as 
before, albeit with a greener touch, and an emphasis on trade liberalisation and genetically modified 
organisms (GMOs) (Holt-Giménez & Altieri 2013). 
This  is  further  problematic  in  relation to the rapidly changing global  ecological  circumstances, 
which are challenging many parts of human civilisation, including agriculture. Rockström  et al. 
(2009) have identified nine planetary boundaries which set the limits for safe long-term human 
development.  Three  have  already  been  passed,  namely  carbon  dioxide  emissions,  biodiversity 
losses, and disruption of phosphorus and nitrogen cycles – all associated with industrial agriculture 
(Rockström  et  al.  2009;  Smith  et  al. 2007).  Biodiversity  loss,  for  example,  is  devastating 
considering the crucial role it plays for ecosystem functioning (De Vries et al. 2013; Matson et al. 
1997).  These  trends  need  to  be  halted  in  order  to  avoid  “disastrous  long-term  social  and 
environmental  disruption” (Rockström et  al.  2009:22f.),  representing major  perturbations to  the 
CFS.  Marsden  &  Morley  (2014:10)  argue  that  this  is  not  a  short-term  “'hiccup'  prior  to  the 
restoration of business as usual”. 
2.3. Food and Agriculture under Neoliberalism
Neoliberalism is an economic theory which suggests that well-being can be achieved by “liberating 
individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterised by 
strong private property rights, free markets, and free trade” (Harvey 2005:2). However, according to 
Harvey (2005) and Klein (2008), in practice neoliberalism has become a political project aiming to 
restore the power of economic elites, thus diverting from these theoretical principles. This means 
that the gaps between rich and poor are becoming greater (Peck & Tickell 2002), a trend which can 
be seen also in the agricultural sector, which has become a new arena for profit-making, especially 
following the food crisis (McMichael 2009). 
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The  implications  of  trade  liberalisation  and  deregulation  have  been  increased  corporate 
concentration, with a few large global agribusinesses controlling, for example, seeds, fertilizers, and 
markets (McMichael 2005; Murphy 2008). Sometimes the whole supply chain is controlled by one 
company, and the food sector is further commercialised through land appropriations for large-scale 
export  production  (ibid.).  Furthermore,  supermarkets  have  become  major  institutions  for  food 
supply,  influencing  global  production  and  consumption  patterns,  and  determining  “what  is 
produced,  where,  to  what  standards  and  where  it  is  to  be  sold”  (Lawrence  & Burch  2007:9; 
McMichael & Friedmann 2007). Supermarkets can improve food access for consumers and provide 
opportunities for some farmers and processors, but constitute challenges for small-scale farmers 
who are less able to compete (Reardon & Gulati 2008). 
In essence,  the implementation of neoliberal policies in the food sector has not resulted in free 
markets where everyone can participate equally. Indeed, many argue that this is impossible due to 
structural features of the economy, for the growth of which inequalities are intrinsic (Harvey 2010; 
Piketty 2014). Instead, the result has indeed been a concentration of power and wealth in the hands 
of a few (Peck & Tickell 2002).  Ploeg (2008:3f.) refers to these developments in the agricultural 
sector as “Empire”, which following Hardt and Negri (2000) is a process of control, appropriation 
and ordering, largely driven by agribusinesses, large retailers and states but also embodied in laws, 
science and technology. However, Ploeg (2008:4) argues that Empire goes beyond its many carriers 
and expressions and can be strengthened even if those carriers are to collapse. In essence, Empire as 
“an  ordering  principle  that  increasingly  governs  the  production,  processing,  distribution  and 
consumption of food” (ibid.) is a major cause of the crises facing food and agriculture globally. 
2.4. Disembeddedness and Dispossession of Peasants 
Ploeg (2008:4) argues that “the creation of disconnections is a key word for understanding the 
modus operandi of Empire”. Indeed, the globalised nature of food production and consumption 
means that food is  increasingly commodified,  disconnected from socio-ecological relations,  and 
provided  from  “nowhere”  (McMichael  2009).  This  is  referred  to  as  disembeddedness  which 
Giddens (1990:21) sees as the “'lifting out' of social relations from local contexts of interaction and 
their  restructuring  across  indefinite  spans  of  time-space”.  Commodification  further  feeds 
disembeddedness processes, and the environmental consequences of the CFS can be associated with 
how it disconnects people from understanding how production is constrained by ecological limits 
(Plumwood  2002:24).  Polanyi  (1944)  argues  that  disembeddedness  causes  inequalities  since  it 
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reduces  the  possibility  of  taking  the  environmental  and  social  attributes  of  commodities  into 
account. In this way, consumers in the CFS are more or less socially disconnected from the people 
engaged in and affected by the food production (Bauman 2004). 
A related implication of the developments within the CFS is the dispossession of peasants, who are 
often defined in derogative terms and seen as relics of the past. However, given the recognition of  
the importance of peasants for sustainable food systems (McMichael 2005; Ploeg 2008), in this 
thesis I use Ploeg's (2008) more complex way of defining the peasant condition. Being a peasant is 
related to continuously adding value to a limited resource base, providing for a range of needs (not 
only economic), and striving for autonomy “in a context of dependency relations, marginalisation 
and  deprivation”  (ibid.:23).  Ploeg  (2008:1f.)  contrasts  peasant  farming  with  entrepreneurial 
farming, which is largely market-oriented, built mainly on financial capital, with expansion as an 
important feature, and capitalist (corporate) farming, which focuses on profit-making, even if this 
means reducing the value of the resource base. In contrast to entrepreneurial and capitalist farmers, 
Ploeg (2008:2), emphasises that peasant is a social and cultural category as well as an economic. 
Although  the  importance  of  peasants  is  increasingly  recognised,  especially  in  relation  to 
contributing to poverty reduction and food security (World Bank 2008; IFAD 2010), many of the 
trends  mentioned  previously  feed  a  process  of  depeasantisation.  This  refers  to  a  “weakening, 
erosion or  even disappearance of  peasant  practices  and associated rationality” (Ploeg 2008:35). 
Depeasantisation happens,  for example,  through an increased mechanisation of agriculture,  land 
appropriations, indebtedness due to dependence on external inputs and exposure to volatile prices 
due  to  trade  liberalisation  (Holt-Giménez & Altieri  2013).  This  trend is  further  problematic  in 
relation to sustainability, since traditional small-scale farming systems are recognised as important 
for building resilient food systems (IAASTD 2009; UN 2013).
2.5. Sustainability Turn within the Conventional Food System 
According to Marsden & Morley (2014:112), although there is wide-spread denial regarding the 
severity of global environmental challenges, the CFS cannot legitimate itself without incorporating 
some  sustainability  strategies,  largely  due  to  consumer  concerns.  This  can  be  seen  with 
supermarkets including more organic produce in their  selection,  and agribusinesses engaging in 
organic  and  Fair  Trade  markets.  Indeed,  these  markets  are  now  dominated  by  a  few  major 
transnational  retailers  (McMichael  &  Friedmann  2007).  Although  this  can  reduce  some 
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environmental impacts, engagement in markets for sustainable produce by the CFS is largely done 
as a strategy to generate profits. The economic growth paradigm has been criticised widely, for 
being contradictory to long-term environmental sustainability, increasing inequalities, and reducing 
complex  socio-ecological  relationships  into  simple  economic  terms (Meadows,  Meadows  & 
Randers 2004; Piketty 2014; Schneider, Kallis, & Martinez-Alier 2010). 
To some extent the sustainability turn of the CFS can be beneficial for small-scale producers, as can 
be seen, for example, with the success of many Fair Trade and organic collectives of small farmers 
(Raynolds  2000).  However,  in  general,  the  focus  on quality  food in  the  CFS “depends  on  the 
reconstitution of land and labour relations globally” in order for farmers to be able to take part in 
these highly competitive supply chains, mainly benefiting entrepreneurial  farmers over peasants 
(McMichael & Friedmann 2007:304). Further, participation in international trade is coupled with 
increased risk, given the highly volatile and vulnerable global markets (Carr 2011). It also means 
that more cultural and social aspects of eating and growing food becomes redundant (Weis 2007). 
Furthermore, this sustainability turn tends to marginalise attempts for transforming food systems in 
more fundamental ways (Marsden & Morley 2014). 
3. Towards a Theoretical Framing of a Sustainable Food Paradigm
In sum, we have entered a new century, and the questions we face now are different from those of fifty  
years  ago.  A new paradigm focused  on  well-being,  resilience  and  sustainability  must  be  designed  to 
replace the productivist paradigm and thus better support the full realization of the right to adequate food  
(De Schutter 2014:13). 
Following the above call from the United Nation's Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, in this 
chapter I outline features of a sustainable food paradigm and give attention to a few strands of 
thought related to alternatives to the CFS, including the role of AFNs. Exploring such a paradigm is 
important in the light of the limitations of the CFS and the rise in prominence of Empire as an  
ordering principle  (Ploeg 2008),  and in  order  to  increase the potential  of  ensuring sustainable, 
resilient, and inclusive futures for people and the environment (Marsden & Morley 2014). 
3.1. The Emergence of Alternative Solutions
There is a wide range of alternative strategies emerging, largely provoked by the limitations of the 
CFS. Ploeg (2008:271) argues that these alternatives create “resources, connections, processes of 
conversion and additional wealth that Empire could never have assembled or provided”. Further, 
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these strategies are not simply a resistance, but also an active attempt to create practical solutions 
that are substantially different (ibid.:269). In other words, the alternative strategies are both growing 
through and widening the cracks which symbolise the limitations of the CFS. In addition, whereas 
the CFS is largely characterised by increased centralisation, control and homogeneity in the form of 
Empire,  the  alternatives  are,  and  should  be,  diverse,  multi-faceted,  and  highly  context-specific 
(McMichael 2010). The resistance “is everywhere, it is multiple, it is attractive and mobilizing, it 
relinks people, activities and prospects” (Ploeg 2008:272). Therefore, I do not define a sustainable 
food paradigm in strict terms, but instead highlight two strands of thought which can be seen as part 
of the same process of organising food and agriculture in systematically different ways (Rosin et al.  
2012:225), namely agroecology and (re)peasantisation. 
3.2. Agroecology
Agroecology is an intrinsic part of the food sovereignty concept which has emerged as a discourse 
in response to the CFS, promoting localised food systems, social justice and the protection of rural 
livelihoods. The discourse is largely driven by peasants and social movements (Lee 2013; Wittman 
2011) and can be seen as “a strategy of reversing the social, cultural and environmental damage” of 
the CFS (McMichael 2006:415). Agroecology can refer to a science, a practice and a movement 
(Wezel  et al.  2009). The movement focuses on promoting local and autonomous small-scale food 
systems as opposed to the increasingly global and dominant CFS (Altieri & Toledo 2011). As a 
practice,  agroecology  is  about  minimising  the  use  of  external  inputs,  establishing  diversified 
farming systems with a functional interconnectedness between farm components, and adapting to 
local  realities  (Rosset  &  Martinez-Torres  2012).  These  practices  are  largely  based  on  peasant 
farming systems (Holt-Giménez & Altieri 2013). Agroecology can be seen as a resistance to the 
CFS,  both  discursively  and  in  practice  (Rosset  &  Martinez-Torres  2012).  However,  whereas 
agroecology contains important political and cultural aims, the concept has been co-opted by global 
institutions, who promote agroecological practices together with the use of pesticides and GMOs, 
making it depoliticised and devoid of prospects for long-term sustainability (Altieri 2012).  
3.3. (Re)peasantisation
As farmers reduce their dependence on external inputs and turn to agroecology, “they are becoming 
more peasant” (Rosset & Martinez-Torres 2012:5). Ploeg (2008) emphasises the role of peasants in 
dealing with the current  crises,  by way of  the “peasant  principle”,  meaning a  strive to  ground 
farming  in  ecological,  social,  and  cultural  capital.  This  means  seeing  healthy  ecosystems  as 
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essential for farming, increased local and regional self-regulation as an alternative to the control 
exercised by the CFS and the state, and closer connections between food producers and consumers. 
Ploeg (2010:25) stresses that peasants build resilience through these strategies, making their farms 
“more resistant and better equipped to survive the externally induced crises that are likely to de-
activate (if not destroy) capitalist and entrepreneurial farms”.    
Ploeg (2008) uses the term “(re)peasantisation” to refer to the process towards greater autonomy by 
peasants, which both entails an increase in quantity, the number of peasants, and in quality, meaning 
greater  autonomy  and  distance  from  conventional  markets  (ibid.:7).  McMichael  (2010)  sees 
(re)peasantisation  as  a  key  contributor  to  sustainable  food systems.  This  is  a  process  which  is 
sparked by the CFS itself, as well as by the reduction in urban opportunities, making people turn to 
the  countryside.  Peasants  are  resisting  the  CFS  through  a  “wide  range  of  heterogeneous  and 
increasingly  interlinked  practices  through which  the  peasantry  constitutes  itself  as  distinctively 
different” (Ploeg 2008:265). 
Although  some  argue  the  above  mentioned  approaches  are  labour-intensive  and  romanticises 
peasants (Collier 2009), Ploeg (2008) stresses that peasant farming involves a sense of pride and 
identity in being a peasant which often is more valuable than material benefits. Further,  labour-
intensity need not be an issue as unemployment is growing globally (Ploeg 2008; Badgley  et al.  
2007).  One  manifestation  of  peasant  resistance  to  the  CFS can  be  seen  in  the  engagement  in 
alternative markets, which I discuss more below. 
3.4. Alternative Food Networks 
Looking into alternative food practices can be a “a critical innovative vehicle for showing us ways 
of creating a real sustainable food paradigm” partly since they create new urban-rural connections 
and overturn established supply chain models (Marsden & Morley 2014:21). AFNs generally refer 
to an increased connection between consumers and producers through a focus on food with certain 
requirements, such as local, organic, and Fair Trade, often distributed through alternative channels 
such as farmer's markets, box schemes, and food cooperatives.  The rise of AFNs is related to a 
discontent with the CFS, mainly regarding aspects such as quality and sustainability (Goodman & 
Goodman 2009). AFNs are often re-localising food production and consumption which can be seen 
as a response to the de-localisation caused by the CFS (Watts, Ilbery, & Maye 2005:24). 
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CSA is one kind of AFN, referring to “local markets with special arrangements between consumers 
and producers”, involving them co-planning the production and supply of food (O'Hara & Stagl 
2001:145). Some of the production costs are paid in advance (ibid.). Many scholars see potential in 
CSA since it often blurs consumer and producer roles, has an intrinsic focus on community and 
works  towards  a  de-commodification  of  food  (Higgins,  Dibden,  &  Cocklin  2008;  Wilson 
2013:728). Further, it is argued that CSA and other AFNs can address consumers' demand for more 
ethical, sustainable, and personal produce, contribute to increased awareness on sustainability and 
ethics, build trust, and provide a diversity of products (O'Hara & Stagl 2001). 
In summary, agroecology and (re)peasantisation are two strands of thought aiming to bring about 
more  sustainable  alternatives  to  the  CFS.  A sustainable  food  paradigm  involves  a  range  of 
heterogeneous practices, often characterised by autonomy, self-regulation, and a re-grounding of 
farming in ecological, social, and cultural capital. Spatially and socially connected food systems 
such as  AFNs have the  potential  to  be part  of  this  process.  Later,  I  largely  discuss  the  AFNs 
included in this study in relation to these strands of thought. 
4. Romanian Context
In this  chapter I  outline the Romanian context,  first  by accounting for how agriculture was re-
shaped during communism, then how things developed post-communism and what the situation is 
like today. I give particular attention to the growth of the CFS, and an overview of existing elements 
of a sustainable food paradigm in Romania including an introduction to the cases under study. 
4.1. From 1948 to Today
Starting in 1948, Romanian peasants were forced to work on large industrialised collective farms, 
producing mainly for export. Gürel (2014) explains that some see the collectivisation experience in 
Eastern  Europe as  a  failure  since  it  violated  principles  of  market-oriented  production,  whereas 
others  focus  on  the  positive  contributions  of  collectives.  Another  point  of  view is  a  criticism 
towards  collectivisation  as  well  as  capitalism  for  reducing  the  autonomy  of  peasants  (ibid.). 
Considering the previously claimed importance of farmer autonomy for sustainable food systems, I 
focus on this perspective when accounting for the Romanian history. 
The process of organising peasants into collectives occurred between 1949 to 1962, accompanied 
with  peasants  expressing  frustration  with  the  proposed  policies  through  resistance  and  revolts 
(Kligman & Verdery 2011). The collectives mainly engaged in industrial agriculture, thus having a 
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range of environmental implications (Knight 2010).  After the fall of communism in 1989-90, the 
lands from the collectives were redistributed, and while some land came to peasants, most of it 
became large private farms owned by the previous collective farm directors (Voiculescu 2008:80). 
Thus, post-communism did not improve the socio-economic situation for peasants, but reinforced 
previous inequalities (ibid.:78). 
Today, Romania's agriculture has a dual structure, with a large number of small-scale farms taking 
up  half  the  land  and  a  few large-scale  commercial  farm enterprises  controlling  the  other  half 
(Möllers,  Buchenrieder,  & Csaki  2011;  Voiculescu  2008).  Thirty  percent  of  the  population  are 
employed in  agriculture,  although since 2001,  the agricultural  employment  has  been declining, 
showing  a  trend  of  depeasantisation  (Voiculescu  2008:84).  Ninety  per  cent  of  Romanian  land 
holdings are under 5 hectares, and 80 % of all farms produce mainly for self-consumption (Möllers, 
Buchenrieder,  & Csaki  2011:134f.).  Peasant farming in Romania is  characterised by the use of 
traditional low-intensity practices and highly diversified production systems, resulting in a high 
farmland biodiversity (Hartel & Fischer 2013). 
Since joining the EU in 2007, supermarkets have spread rapidly in Romania  (Prada 2008). The 
farmers' markets are also becoming dominated by the produce from retailers who can set lower 
prices for their produce, partly since they receive EU subsidies (Möllers, Buchenrieder, & Csaki 
2011). This growth of the CFS is challenging for peasants, further intensified through a government 
focus on industrial agriculture (Rowe 2012). Indeed, “the movement of peasants off the land has 
been billed by the government as an inevitability, a hitch on the road to becoming a prosperous, 
western economy” (Dale-Harris 2014). In essence, many of the implications of the CFS mentioned 
in the previous chapter can be seen in Romania, hindering a potential paradigm shift. However, in  
the next section I outline some trends which can been seen as signs of a sustainable food paradigm. 
4.2. Seeds of a Sustainable Food Paradigm
Following the growth of  the CFS,  shorter  food supply chains  and markets  for local  traditional 
produce has grown in Romania, especially after the global food crisis of 2007-8 (Cioloş 2013 cited  
in Tudor, Macau & Butu 2013:2). The potential of trading organic and traditional products through 
alternative  channels  such as  direct  markets  is  increasingly  recognised,  especially  in  relation  to 
providing opportunities for sustaining rural areas and peasant livelihoods (Tudor, Macau & Butu 
2013:1).  There are also discussions on introducing certification schemes for traditional  produce 
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(ibid.). According to Ion (2012), 1-4 % of Romanian farm land was used for organic farming in 
2010.  However,  this  only  accounts  for  the  certified  organic  farming,  which  is  largely  for 
commercial purposes, and neglects the large number of peasants and their traditionally diverse and 
largely organic farming systems (Hartel & Fischer 2013; Ion 2012). 
4.2.1. Cluj-Napoca
Cluj-Napoca is the capital of the historical region of Transylvania in the North-Western part  of 
Romania. Although the presence of supermarkets has increased, local farmers' markets are still the 
most common place for people to buy their vegetables (Szocs 2013a). As mentioned above, farmers' 
markets  are  a  type  of  AFNs but  in  this  thesis  I  have  chosen to  focus  on  AFNs in  which  the 
organisation  differ  more  from the  CFS,  namely  CSA and direct  selling  box schemes.  In  Cluj-
Napoca there are at least three such AFNs which have emerged in the last few years, all having in 
common the fact that boxes with local produce are delivered weekly from rural producers to urban 
consumers (Hirsch 2013; Meaker & McFarlane 2013; Ve an & Florean 2013ț ). 
Noteworthy is that these kinds of arrangements between rural producers and urban consumers are 
not new to Cluj-Napoca, having a history of hostezeni. This refers to peasants living near the city 
responsible for providing citizens with fresh and organic fruits and vegetables (Deac, Irimus, & 
Pacurar 2013:107). The information about this phenomenon is limited, but some state that it dates 
back  to  the  seventeenth  century,  and  is  said  to  constitute  a  lifestyle  rather  than  a  profession 
(Cluj.com  2013).  The  hostezeni survived  the  collectivisation  process,  but  disappeared  quickly 
between  1978 and 1984 when  their  land was  confiscated  in  order  to  build  apartments  for  the 
expanding city (Cluj.Travel 2013). According to Cluj.Travel (2013), there are currently only 20 
hostezeni left around Cluj-Napoca, a few of which are producers in the AFNs included in this study. 
This heritage will be discussed further in the analysis chapter.  
In this  thesis  I focus on two of the AFNs in Cluj-Napoca,  namely  Asocia ia pentru Sus inereaț ț  
Agriculturii  ărăne tiȚ ș 2 (ASAT)  and  Cutia  Ţăranului3 (CT).  The  third  initiative,  Gustare4,  is 
managed by a couple who buy vegetables from peasants in a neighbouring city and deliver them to 
a pick-up point in Cluj-Napoca for about 5 weekly consumers (Meaker & McFarlane 2013). This 
case has been excluded from this study, given its small size and the dependency on an intermediary.
2 In English: Association for Sustaining Peasant Agriculture.
3 In English: The Peasant Box.
4 In English: Tasting. 
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4.2.2. ASAT
The first ASAT partnership based on a model of community supported agriculture (CSA) model 
from  France  started  in  the  city  of  Timi oara  in  2008  as  an  initiative  of  a  social  economyș  
organisation (Ve an & Florean 2013). ț In order to spread across the country, they recruit volunteers 
which  take  the  responsibility  to  find  potential  producers  and  consumers.  In  2013,  they  had 
partnerships in 6 Romanian cities; in Cluj-Napoca they started in 2012, with the help of two active 
consumers  (ASAT  2013;  Ve an  &  Florean  2013).  ASAT  has  an  explicit  focus  on  solidarity,ț  
consumer  involvement,  and  on  supporting  local  small-scale  producers,  preferably  those  which 
might have difficulties selling their produce otherwise (ibid.). 
4.2.3. CT
CT was initiated in late 2011 by a Romanian-Israeli couple who moved to the countryside near 
Cluj-Napoca in 2010. In order to make good quality products available for conscious consumers in 
the city, and provide peasants with a more secure market, they encouraged their neighbours to try 
out a subscription system with weekly boxes (Hirsch 2013). They set up a website, and spread the 
word within a Facebook group for new mothers in Cluj-Napoca; the available spots filled up within 
48 hours. CT is available in Cluj-Napoca and in Bucharest. In Cluj-Napoca, most of the producers 
deliver vegetables, but there are also boxes with bread, dairy, and lamb during Easter (ibid.). In this 
study, I focus on the vegetable producers. 
5. Multidimensionality and Embeddedness as Analytical Lenses
In this chapter, I first present Holloway et al.'s (2007) analytical fields which are useful to outline 
the multidimensionality of the AFNs, and start understanding main synergies and conflicts related to 
production, supply, and consumption. Secondly, I introduce the embeddedness concept, focusing 
particularly on Sonnino & Marsden's (2006) multi-level conceptualisation. Later, I use insights from 
the multidimensional analytical fields and the layers of embeddedness as a basis for discussing the 
contribution to a sustainable food paradigm. 
5.1. Multidimensional Analytical Fields
Holloway  et al.'s (2007) analytical framework was developed in order to move away from the 
restrictive conventional-alternative binary so as to study food projects “in a way that preserves their  
specificity and diversity” (ibid.:80). This means exploring a range of analytical fields, namely the 
site of food production, the food production methods, the supply chain, the arena of exchange, the 
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producer-consumer interaction, motivations for participation, and the constitution of individual and 
group identities. Using these fields can generate a more complex understanding of the diverse and 
relational nature of AFNs, and to some extent of “where in the projects the potential is found for 
countering prevailing power relations in food supply systems” (ibid.:90). However, although Wilson 
(2013) praises the framework for opening up for diversity, she also criticises it for focusing too 
much on production rather than consumption, and for not defining the fields thoroughly. Therefore, 
I use the framework as a guidance rather than a strict model, and have aimed to incorporate the 
consumers' perspective more by using additional methods, as is explained in section 6.2. Below I 
outline how each of the fields are defined in this thesis, drawing largely on Holloway et al. (2007).  
Site of Food Production
Within this analytical field, the characteristics of the place in which the food is grown within the 
AFNs, including the scale and location, are important. These sites can have different degrees of 
permanence and controversy. Examples of sites are community gardens, allotments, small- or large-
scale farms, and occupied lands. 
Food Production Methods
How and by whom the  food is  grown and prepared  is  relevant  to  look  into  within  this  field,  
including to what extent they are different from industrial production. This also involves exploring 
what kinds of inputs, such as pesticides and seeds, are used. Of particular importance is how the 
methods  can  be  a  result  of  producer-consumer  relations  or  negotiations.  Examples  of  food 
production methods are organic, biodynamic, traditional, and industrial.  
Supply Chain
This refers to how the food travels from the site of production to the site of consumption through 
different  technologies,  intermediaries  and  levels  of  consumer  involvement,  for  example  if  the 
supply  chain  is  local  or  global.  In  this  thesis,  I  also  give  attention  to  the  planning  of  food 
production, what kinds of arrangements are made between producers and consumers, and how the 
networks are marketed. 
Arena of Exchange
Both the physical field in which the food is exchanged, and the material and symbolic exchange 
itself  are  part  of  this  field.  This  includes  the  characteristics  of  the  produce,  and  whether  the 
exchange is for money, farm work, volunteering, or something else. The food can also involve an 
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exchange of various inter-subjective aspects of producer-consumer relationships, such as sense of 
gratitude and solidarity. Examples of physical places are shops, home-delivery, and pick-up points. 
Producer-Consumer Interaction
This  refers  to  the meeting  points  between consumers  and producers,  which  can be material  or 
symbolic, formal or informal, face-to-face or communications at a distance. Of particular relevance 
is what kinds of relationships are under construction and how this influences the ways the AFNs are 
developed. This interaction can for instance take place in planning meetings, during deliveries or 
social events, and via phone or e-mail. 
Motivation for Participation 
Motivations are related to the reasons different actors have for participating in the AFN, including 
their attitudes and behaviours related to food. This category also involves how actors perceive and 
adapt to the motivations of others. Motivations can for example be related to stable livelihoods, 
health concerns, good taste, activism, convenience, and supporting local producers. Motivations are 
seen as subject to change rather than being static. 
Constitution of Individual and Group Identities 
This is related to how some AFNs are dependent on or assume certain roles for participants, and 
how they can serve to produce or reproduce such identities. This can involve consumers identifying 
or being identified as co-producers or ethical citizens, producers taking or being given an identity of 
a peasant, or provider of good food, and projects centring around solidarity, support for disability 
groups  and/or  environmental  sustainability.  The  identity  of  the  AFN  as  a  whole  is  seen  as 
constructed by the actors involved. 
When studying these fields, I also give attention to the material and symbolic significance of the 
food itself (Holloway  et al.  2007:81). Studying these fields should help me to gain insights on a 
range of different aspects related to the networks in a structured way. I see all the fields as relevant  
for exploring the nature of the networks and identifying synergies and conflicts, and to start gaining 
insights into their embeddedness. However, in the analysis, focus is on fields closely connected to 
aspects of embeddedness, namely the supply chain, the arena of exchange, the producer-consumer 
interactions, the motivations, and the constitution of identities. 
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5.2. Layers of Embeddedness
In  contrast  to  how  social  relations  largely  are  lifted  out  of  transactions  within  the  CFS, 
embeddedness is about bringing them back, which according to Granovetter (1985:490), can change 
the nature of exchange between actors, for example by generating trust. More specifically, social 
embeddedness  refers  to  an intrinsic  focus  on “principles  of  social  connectivity,  reciprocity  and 
trust”, principles which are said to be fundamental for many AFNs (Sage 2003:47). It also refers to 
a concern for wider common goods over personal interests, in other words “the willingness of actors 
to offset purely personal financial incentives against social criteria involving collective, community 
or environmental benefits” (ibid.:48). 
The concept of embeddedness is often used exclusively to describe the social dimensions of AFNs, 
although  recently  researchers  have  begun  to  emphasise  the  importance  of  a  more  holistic 
perspective (Sonnino & Marsden 2006:188). Further, Sonnino & Marsden (2006) criticise research 
on AFNs for being too focused on specific cases with little attention to the context in which they 
operate. Thus, they advocate for the analysis of AFNs to examine the vertical as well as horizontal  
embeddedness of the networks, in order to conceptualise the governance of AFNs in a more holistic 
way (Higgins, Dibden, & Cocklin 2008). This approach is also useful to understand “the complex 
and changing competitive boundaries” between alternative and the CFS (ibid.:17).  
Horizontal embeddedness refers to the extent to which AFNs are  “socioculturally, economically, 
and environmentally embedded in their locality”  (Sonnino & Marsden 2006:194). Exploring this 
dimension involves looking into how the AFNs emerge, develop, and are sustained by the actors 
involved in relation to the particularities of the local context, especially related to the CFS. In this  
thesis, I largely analyse this dimension through a discussion on key aspects from the analytical 
fields mentioned above, with particular attention to the co-constitution of relationships between 
actors and the implications of those relationships.  
Vertical embeddedness is the hierarchical linkages between actors on the local level and “the larger 
society, economy, and polity of which they are part” (ibid.:189). These political, institutional and 
regulatory linkages can constrain the activities of AFNs or open up opportunities. In this thesis, I 
focus on this mainly through secondary sources but also through the involved actors' perception and 
experiences  related  to  the  wider  context.  In  relation  to  a  sustainable  food paradigm,  exploring 
embeddedness through these horizontal and vertical dimensions can shed light on whether AFNs are 
contributing to a paradigm shift which “redefines nature by re-emphasizing food production and 
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agroecology”  and  which  stresses  the  socio-ecological  importance  of  agriculture  for  broader 
development processes (Sonnino & Marsden 2006:193). 
6. Using a Multi-Case Study as a Method 
In this section I outline the methodology, which involves discussing the research design, the data 
construction methods, the quality of the research, and the analysis process. Relevant methodological 
and ethical  considerations are  addressed continuously.  In short,  I  have explored AFNs in Cluj-
Napoca through a multi-case study with the use of interviews, observations, and a digital survey in 
order to understand the functioning of the networks and the experiences of the actors involved.
6.1. Research Design
The strategy of inquiry is a multiple case study, which is useful for exploring something in depth, 
such as networks (Creswell 2013). Cluj-Napoca is a city with several examples of AFNs, and with a 
history of similar initiatives (hostezeni) which makes it a good research choice, since insights can be 
gained on a range of different aspects related to a sustainable food paradigm. Further, by interning 
with a peasant association, Eco Ruralis, in Cluj-Napoca I could access important gatekeepers to 
consumers and producers. As mentioned previously, Romania is a country where many features of a 
sustainable food paradigm already exist which makes it relevant to study since exploring these cases 
can facilitate for5, and deepen the understanding of, a transition process. 
Two AFNs were included in order to show some of the diversity within alternative food practices in 
Cluj-Napoca. Although they are compared to some extent, the point is not evaluate them against 
each other but rather to gain a broad range of insights. All types of actors involved in the networks 
were included, namely producers, consumers and initiators. “Producers” refers to the household as a 
whole, although interviews was mostly with the main person involved with the AFN, or with the 
individual with the best English proficiency. One representative from each consumer household 
took part. “Initiators” refers to the individuals who started up the networks, two for each AFN. 
6.2. Data Construction Methods
When constructing a case study it is important to gain an in-depth understanding, which generally 
involves  using more  than one source of  data  (Creswell  2013:98).  In  this  thesis,  the main  data 
5 In order to facilitate for a transition process, I plan to share my research findings broadly, for example by writing an 
easy-read report to CT, ASAT, and Eco Ruralis. I will also present my thesis at the 4th International Conference on 
Degrowth in September 2014.  
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construction methods for understanding the AFNs have been in-depth interviews and participant and 
non-participant observations, complemented with a digital survey. The pool of primary data also 
consist  of e-mail  conversations with initiators and photographs during observations.  For further 
insights into the vertical embeddedness, secondary sources were used, especially related to policies 
on national and EU levels. 
6.2.1. Sampling
Given their limited number, all producers and initiators in the AFNs were included in the study. For 
the consumers, all 265 of them were invited to participate in the survey, and to select some of them 
for in-depth interviews a convenient sampling strategy was used. Consumers were able to submit 
their  contact information in the survey if they wanted to be interviewed. Therefore,  the sample 
might  consist  of  the  most  involved,  the  most  satisfied,  the  most  disappointed  and/or  the  most 
available consumers. However, although their perceptions might differ from others, I see involving 
these consumers as useful to “purposefully inform an understanding” (Creswell  2013:156) on a 
range of different aspects. Further, although the picture would be enriched by interviewing more 
household members, I consider it relevant to interview the individual who is most involved with the 
practicalities of the network in order to gain insights on embeddedness and producer-consumer 
relations. In the next section I address the construction of the different methods more in detail; a  
specification of the interviews and observations I conducted can be found in Appendix I. 
6.2.2. Interviews
I carried out in-depth interviews with initiators, producers and consumers, before which respondents 
were informed about the purpose, that their participation is voluntary and that their anonymity is 
ensured. The aim was to understand the involved actors' perceptions and experience of the AFN and 
the context in which they take place, with a specific focus on motivations and relationships between 
actors. Permission was asked for using a dictaphone. All interviews except five were conducted in 
English, the others were done with translators. One interview was conducted in basic Romanian by 
me, without translation. Although some details and nuances in the responses are likely to have been 
lost from the interviews, I do not see this as a major issue since the topics are fairly uncomplicated 
nor very sensitive in nature. 
Most interviews with initiators were informal with notes taken during and afterwards. I interviewed 
most producers on their farm, while being showed around or helping out with work. I recorded one 
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interview with two producers, otherwise I made field notes. I visited Producer 1, CT on several 
occasions, participating in work activities and social activities. An interview guide for producers is 
available  in  Appendix  II.  Consumer  interviews  were  conducted  either  in  the  offices  of  the 
respondents or at cafés in Cluj-Napoca. I did 5 interviews with ASAT consumers and 15 with CT 
consumers; all except one were recorded and transcribed. See Appendix II for an interview guide. 
6.2.3. Observations
Observations were made on farms so as to understand the site of food production, the methods used 
and also to some extent the livelihoods of the producers. In two cases, these were participatory with 
me  assisting  with  farm work.  Further,  observations  were  made  at  the  various  meeting  places 
between producers and consumers in order to get insights into the relationships between the actors, 
and how they relate to each other and the food itself. For CT, I managed to visit all farms except 
two and also did observations during one delivery. I visited all ASAT farms and pick-up points as 
well as two evaluation meetings and one farm visit for consumers. I took notes and photos during 
the observations to better remember the visits. An observation guide can be found in Appendix II. 
6.2.4. Survey
To  complement  the  interviews,  I  conducted  a  digital  survey  so  as  to  further  understand  the 
demographics  of  the  consumers,  their  general  experience  of  the  AFN,  their  motivations  for 
participating, their values when it comes to food and their attitudes towards the CFS. Having a 
digital survey was relevant since some network practicalities take place online, meaning that the 
involved consumers have internet access and they were able to fill it in when convenient for them. 
I sent the survey to all consumers, namely 220 from CT and 45 from ASAT. The total response rate 
was 53.2% (47.3% for CT and 82.2% for ASAT). Thus, the sample size consists of 141 respondents, 
of which 104 from CT and 37 from ASAT. The high response rate for ASAT gives indication of a 
high level of consumer engagement, as will be discussed more in the analysis. The survey questions 
can be found in Appendix III. 
6.3. Reflexivity
Before  starting  the  research,  I  took  into  consideration  that  I  am  a  young  Swedish  academic, 
passionate  about  food,  agriculture,  and peasant  empowerment  but  with a  limited understanding 
about the Romanian context. Also, I entered the field as an intern at Eco Ruralis, a well renowned 
association, actively supporting peasant farmers. However, I conveyed these details only in the end 
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of visits and interviews to reduce the potential impact on people's perceptions. Following England 
(1997), I was conscious about reducing my impact on people's lives, although this meant that I had 
to cancel some visits and observations when I felt it would be inconvenient for the participants.  
I  have  also  considered  how  my  passion  for  the  topic  might  influence  the  research.  My  own 
expectations for the networks might not correspond to the view of the actors; I have therefore tried 
to design the research openly, emphasising that the focus is on the actors and the meaning they put 
into the networks. However, I am aware that I am the one constructing the data, and likely to lean  
towards painting a positive picture of my cases, since I chose them due to their potential relevance 
for a sustainable food paradigm. This positive attitude can also be useful, since I aim to discuss 
limitations and weaknesses constructively rather than rejecting the relevance of the AFNs simply 
because of those limitations. I see stating these reflexive insights and keeping them in mind as 
helpful for me to be sufficiently critical of my own interpretation of the constructed material, and 
making the research process as a whole more meaningful and accurate (Sultana 2007:383).
6.4. Quality of the Research Process
Since data validation in qualitative research is more multifaceted than traditional, positivist studies, 
it is better to use a broader set of criteria for evaluating the research (Silverman 2009). Creswell 
(2013:249) describes  a range of strategies which are useful for assessing “the 'accuracy'  of the 
findings”.  I  have pursued several  of these strategies  during the length of my research,  such as 
triangulation, long and recurrent field visits, and describing the findings thoroughly. However, long 
and recurrent field visits have especially been with one producer, meaning that I base many insights 
on  their  experience,  which  I  acknowledge  might  not  attune  entirely  with  the  other  producers. 
Although the cases are described concisely in the analysis chapter, these descriptions are based on 
more detailed accounts developed continuously during the analysis process. My work has also been 
peer reviewed on a regular basis, and although it would have been useful to check key statements  
with respondents I did not have the time to do so. 
The pursuit of these strategies should increase the validity of my research to some extent, but I 
acknowledge the open-ended nature to validation in which all interpretations are “temporal, located 
and always open to reinterpretation” (ibid.:248). Further, before conducting the research in Cluj-
Napoca, I did a brief pre-study with initiators, producers, and consumers in ASAT in Timi oara.ș  
Having an initial understanding of ASAT was useful when planning interviews, observations and 
the survey, and should improve their quality and relevance. In addition, although it would have been 
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relevant to include producers and consumers which have left the networks, they were excluded due 
to difficulties in accessing them. I acknowledge that the understanding of the AFNs is likely to be 
less critical than it would be by including those perspectives. 
6.5. Analysis Process 
The analysis of interviews and observations was assisted by a web-based coding programme for 
qualitative research, called CATMA.6 Excerpts from field notes or transcription notes were tagged 
according to the analytical fields, often also using sub-categories. Other relevant categories were 
added such as the general opinion of the networks, the local context, how actors became part of the 
network, policies, challenges, and general information about boxes. Data constructed from ASAT 
and CT was initially analysed separately, and insights were then contrasted and compared to deepen 
the  understanding  of  the  AFNs.  The  survey  was  analysed  using  SPSS,  generating  descriptive 
statistics for the different questions. In the following analysis chapters, insights from the survey are 
largely discussed descriptively. In the beginning, I discuss ASAT and CT separately whereas later I 
largely discuss them together, either referred to as “the AFNs” or “the networks”. Throughout the 
analysis, I mix insights from the interviews, the observations, and the survey.   
7. Analysing the Networks across the Analytical Fields
In this chapter I outline the arrangements of the AFNs in relation to the multidimensional analytical 
fields,  focusing on identifying aspects which make them function and how they challenge or are 
different  from the  CFS.  Secondly,  I  go  further  in  depth  by  comparing  the  two  networks  and 
discussing  key insights  related  to  the  supply  chain,  the exchange itself,  the  producer-consumer 
interactions, and the demographics of the consumers. These insights constitute important synergies 
or conflicts, which may have implications for the functioning and sustainability of the networks.  
7.1. ASAT
ASAT is a CSA project with three producers supplying fresh vegetables to a total of 45 consumers 
in Cluj-Napoca; each producer has around 10-20 consumers. Initiator 1, ASAT, organises meetings 
and handles the internal and external communication; Initiator 2 is mainly involved with organising 
social  events  for  producers  and consumers.  Most  of  the  consumers  are  highly  educated  young 
families with household incomes well above the Romanian average. The producers manage farms 
6 http://www.digitalhumanities.it/catma
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which range from 1.5 to 8 hectares in size; two of them also have jobs in the village or city. They 
state that they grow organically, which is a precondition for ASAT, and this is also a main reason 
why consumers say they are part of the network. Producers say that the methods are largely decided 
by them, but is influenced by the consumers' requests and suggestions, as the production is co-
planned during a series of planning meetings. As observed and as stated by producers, the farming 
is  done through traditional  and diverse  methods,  but  whereas  most  peasants  in  Romania  grow 
mainly for themselves (Möllers, Buchenrieder, & Csaki 2011:134f.), the ASAT producers produce 
more than that. They also claim to strive for more diversity so as to please the consumers. 
Consumers sign a contract for a year, a budget is made to cover all the production costs, and then a 
part is paid in advance, as a form of risk-sharing. This implies a great deal of trust in the producer 
(Hinrich 2000:300). The vegetables are then supplied weekly through deliveries to a pick-up point, 
near the home or office of a consumer. Currently two of these are car parks, and Initiator 1 would 
like the pick-up points to be more pleasant meeting places. The exchange consists of bags with 
freshly harvested and organic vegetables. As I have observed and understood through interviews, 
this  exchange  comes  together  with  a  sense  of  solidarity,  through  a  direct  producer-consumer 
connection, as will be discussed more below. The average weekly price is 29-35RON which some 
state is almost the same or slightly more than in the market, but that “minimum wage people would 
not go for this” (Consumer 1, ASAT). 
ASAT is marketed mainly by word-of-mouth, the food provisioning thus involves relationships of 
trust,  both between producers and consumers and between consumers and potential  consumers. 
Direct  forms of consumer-producer  and consumer-consumer interaction are produced in several 
ways: through planning meetings, farm visits, social events and a Facebook group. However, as of 
now, it seems like many consumers do not “understand the idea of the community, only the idea of a 
service” (Consumer 5, ASAT), people “are busy, pick their basket up and go home” (Consumer 2, 
ASAT). Although many consumers are mostly interested in the service, others would like “to have a 
closer relationship, to share more things, because obviously we have common interests” (ibid.), and 
would like to “visit the farmer more, put my hands in the ground, play a bit” (ibid.).
The motivations for being involved in ASAT can be said to be “nested within each other” (Cox et  
al. 2008), with more personal reasons such as accessing fresh, tasty, and organic produce often 
being expressed together  with broader  aims  such as  knowing where  the  food comes from and 
supporting small-scale producers. For producers, it is a matter of gaining a more secure source of 
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income, but also to access a more rewarding system, since the prices are directly linked with the 
production costs and their efforts are acknowledged by a group of engaged consumers. Thus, the 
identities that are being constituted by the actors in ASAT are that of a group of active consumers, 
“consum-actors”  (Initiator  1,  ASAT),  supporting  a  local  small-scale  producer,  which  in  the 
discussions often refers to the woman in the producing family. The identity of the network as a 
whole is that of being more about community and not just a service; ASAT is “reshaping that social 
village, even though we are in the cities and they are in the villages, we connect that network of 
relearning the basics” (Consumer 3, ASAT).  
The  way  ASAT  has  organised  itself,  focusing  explicitly  on  community  and  promoting  food 
provisioning embedded in social  relations and solidarity,  operates in several way counter to the 
dominant relations in the CFS. In this way, ASAT can both be seen as a resistance in practice and 
discourse against existing powers in food supply (Holloway et al. 2007). CSA is often seen as an 
alternative to the market rather than an alternative market (Hinrich 2000), since it seeks “to remove 
food from values built on market rationality and work toward the de-commodification of food” 
(Wilson 2013:728). However, perhaps ASAT should still be considered as an alternative market, 
since the main focus of consumers is accessing good quality food, albeit to some extent involving 
an  interest  in  building  community  and  supporting  local  producers.  See  Table  1  below  for  an 
overview of the functioning of ASAT. 
Table 1: ASAT across the analytical fields
Analytical Field Brief description
Site of Food Production Small-scale family farms
Food Production Methods Traditional and organic, diverse; negotiated with consumers
Supply Chain Local;  word-of-mouth  marketing;  consumers  and  producers  co-
planning production; risk-sharing
Arena of Exchange Pick-up point;  bags  with vegetables:  29-35RON/week;  a  sense of 
solidarity 
Consumer-Producer  
Interaction
Distributions,  planning  and  evaluation  meetings,  farm  visits, 
Facebook group 
Motivations Consumers: Organic, taste, health, know source,  freshness, support 
local  producers.  Producers:  Additional/more  secure  income, 
rewarding system. 
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Constitution  of  Individual  
and Group Identities 
Consumers  as  “consum-actors”,  high-income,  health-concious; 
producers framed as small-scale female farmers; producer-consumer 
community
Source: (the author) 
7.2. CT
CT is a direct selling box scheme, with four vegetable producers around Cluj-Napoca providing 
vegetables for about 220 consumers; each producer state that they have between 10-70 consumers. 
The initiators manage the CT website and the communication with producers and to some extent the 
consumers, who are fairly affluent,  well  educated young families.  The producers are friends or 
relatives and manage farms which range in size from 2 to 8 hectares, using traditional practices with 
a  mix  of  their  own and bought  seeds.  The producers  state  that  they  to  some extent  adapt  the 
methods to the interests of the consumers, for example by growing a greater diversity of crops, or 
by transitioning completely to organic farming (Producer 1, CT). The other producers use pesticides 
from “time to time when you really have to do it to not lose everything, but this is very rarely” 
(Producer 3, CT). They are aware that consumers are health conscious, meaning that they might 
reduce their chemical use. All producers are successors to previous farmers in the family; Producer 
3, CT, used to be hostezeni, and expresses pride in continuing the heritage of peasants feeding urban 
dwellers, something which will be discussed more later. 
Consumer sign up for a specific producer on a website, discuss the practicalities with the producer 
and fresh vegetables are then delivered to the home of the consumer weekly. Advertising is mainly 
done through word-of-mouth. Most consumers subscribe to a box worth 40RON which many say is 
slightly  more  expensive  than  the  market.  The  exchange  focuses  on  the  food,  but  consumers 
emphasise that it  is  not just  a seller-buyer  relationship  as in  the market,  it  is  “more than that” 
(Consumer 5, CT). The consumer-producer interaction is limited to brief talks during deliveries, and 
some consumers are  satisfied with this,  with Consumer 3,  CT,  stating that  “I  don't  think those 
veggies need my love to grow”. Others value this relationship highly and want to get closer with the 
producer: “you have to talk to the peasants, you become his friend and support, he also becomes 
your support” (Consumer 1, CT).  
Similarly,  whereas  the consumer motivations  initially  was a  range of  personal  reasons such as 
convenient  access  to  tasty,  fresh,  and  healthy  food,  consumers  indicate  that  being  part  of  the 
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network can serve to foster motivations which are related to wider benefits, such as the well-being 
of the producer and an active support of peasant agriculture. The producers take part in CT since it  
is more secure and “better than standing in the market, waiting” (Producer 4, CT), although for 
Producer 2, CT it seems to be more of a pleasant side-activity than an important income source,  
since  they  have  very  few boxes.  Another  motivation  is  related  to  continuing  a  heritage,  with 
Producers 1 and 3, CT, expressing concern that their children might not take over the farm. 
In CT, the consumer identity is mostly that of a client receiving a service and at the same time 
supporting local producers, as a “win-win situation” (Consumer 12, CT). The producer identity is 
constructed as that of a peasant family, with consumers sometimes referring to the producer as “my 
family” or “my peasant” (Consumer 11, CT). Many producers express a sense of pride in being a 
peasant,  knowing that your “work is  worth it” (Producer  3,  CT).  Regarding the identity  of the 
system as a whole, it is largely about knowing the origin of your food, accessing good quality food 
and supporting local producers: “a good way to help the community, to help yourself, to know the 
products, that they do not use chemical products, that it is worth the money” (Consumer 14, CT).  
The functioning of CT is  many ways similar  to  the CFS, since producers  cater  to  a consumer 
demand for good quality vegetables, with the exchange mostly centring around the product and its 
monetary value. There is limited focus on constructing qualitatively different social relations around 
food, as would be the case in many CSA initiatives (Hinrich 2000). However, the actors involved 
are in the process of embedding this system in something more, where the CFS can be challenged as 
consumers construct a notion of quality food based on “trust, tradition and place” (Feagan 2007:28), 
and equating good food with vegetables produced by local peasants, as I discuss more later. Table 2 
gives an overview of the functioning of CT.
Table 2: CT across the analytical fields
Analytical Field Brief description
Site of Food Production Small-scale family farms
Food Production Methods Traditional and largely organic, diverse; adapted to consumer interests
Supply Chain Local; word-of-mouth marketing; home delivery   
Arena of Exchange Home-delivery  of  bags  with  vegetables,  mostly  for  40  RON; 
exceptional quality
Consumer-Producer  
Interaction
Deliveries; practical details by phone; interest in more interaction 
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Motivations Consumers:  Freshness,  health,  taste,  organic,  support  peasants, 
convenience. Producers: More secure and better income, continuing 
heritage. 
Constitution  of  Individual  
and Group Identities 
Consumers as recipients of a service, high-income, health conscious; 
producers framed as peasant families; win-win system
Source: (the author) 
7.3. Comparison and Discussion 
7.3.1. Supply Chain (In)conveniences
Regarding  the  supply  chain,  consumers  in  ASAT emphasise  that  going  to  a  pick-up  point  is 
inconvenient  and  that  they  would  prefer  home  delivery,  like  in  CT.  This  inconvenience  is 
highlighted in research on CSA (Goland 2002; Laird 1998), but as argued by Wilson (2013:731), 
from the point of view of producers, a pick-up point is more useful and also entails an opportunity 
to  build  relationships.  Furthermore,  as  mentioned  previously,  the  consumers'  feeling  of 
inconvenience  might  be  mitigated  if  the  pick-up  points  were  more  inviting.  However,  some 
consumers focus mostly on the service aspect of ASAT, and suggest that there could be a more 
expensive box which gets home delivered (Consumer 5, ASAT). This, however, can create divisions 
between affluent and less affluent participants and makes the food supply chain less different from 
the CFS, since the community aspect is missed out (Bîrhală & Möllers 2014:21). 
7.3.2. Quantity and Construction of Quality
As for the exchange itself, many consumers emphasise that the food quantities are too large, with 
Consumer 3, CT, “freaking out because it was so much vegetables”. In ASAT, the quantity is co-
decided, but the actual quantity differs from year to year due to weather differences. It is therefore 
difficult to satisfy the needs of all consumers due to variability. In CT, some consumers negotiate 
with the producer about getting a smaller share, although the initiators recommend the producers to 
not accept such negotiations. Nevertheless, considering that the AFNs mostly are used by affluent 
consumers,  having  a  smaller  and  cheaper  box  for  everyone  could  make  the  networks  more 
accessible. In this case, however, the costs should still cover the expenses of the producer (Bîrhală 
& Möllers 2014; Hinrich 2000). As the situation is now, the quantity issue seems to be creating 
some friction in the network, but it can also be an embedding factor, since consumers often solve 
the issue by sharing or giving away vegetables to colleagues, family, or friends. 
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Another aspect related to the food is the perceived quality (especially within CT), which according 
to Consumer 1, CT is of “superior quality compared to what I have eaten before”. Consumer 3, CT 
describes how they were “in awe” after tasting the first batch of tomatoes. Some state that they are 
explicitly looking for food produced by peasants, and others do so implicitly by talking about the 
importance of natural food “that has seen the ground” (Consumer 6, CT), and about “quality as in 
the real product, the real deal, not the supermarket deal” (Consumer 4, CT). This notion of quality is 
related to the agri-food literacy among the consumers, who often are connected to rural areas, either 
by growing up there, having relatives living there, or wanting to move there to engage in farming. 
They mainly eat seasonal food and prefer Romanian vegetables, since they claim to know “the 
difference between the original taste and the one of the imported tomato from Turkey for example” 
(Consumer 14, CT), and that they get “whatever is in the garden, because the peasant is not a 
hypermarket where you can get whatever you want” (Consumer 13, CT). 
Thus, for the CFS to out-compete these AFN, they need to supply food of equal quality as the  
involved producers, since currently this “collective configuration of quality and trust” (Stassart & 
Whatmore 2003:460) relies in part on the perceived better taste of the produce compared to the 
CFS. However, consumers in CT and ASAT focus on more than just the product per se; as the mode 
of production and the supply chain are also seen as important, it should be difficult for the CFS to  
subvert these AFNs, following Watts, Ilbery, & Maye (2005). 
7.3.3. Power Relations
Producer-consumer  interaction  is  a  more  intrinsic  part  of  ASAT than CT,  but  there  are  power 
dynamics to consider. Although the co-planning of production in ASAT is largely a result of mutual 
discussions between the actors,  I  have observed that the consumers have some leverage on the 
producer in these interactions. Consumers want the producer to “be more open and flexible to our 
suggestions” (Consumer 2, ASAT) and make requests on what crops to grow and how to do it. In 
fact, Producer 1, ASAT was persuaded to continue although she wanted to take a one-year break due 
to other engagements. In CT, there are also unequal power relations to some extent, with consumers 
requesting smaller boxes and more or less of certain vegetables. According to the initiators, the 
producers  accommodate  to  these  requests  since  they  are  afraid  to  lose  customers,  but  there  is 
therefore  a  risk  of  “self-exploitation”  (Jarosz  2008:241)  as  they  put  in  more  time  and  effort.  
However, the producers also have power since they are in charge of what happens on the fields, and 
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given that consumers often do not have time to visit, trust has to be built between the actors. Indeed, 
an  equal  power  balance  between  the  involved  actors  is  important  in  order  to  improve  the 
functioning of AFNs (Jarosz 2000:281). 
7.3.4. Demographic Disparities
The group of consumers in both ASAT and CT consist of fairly high-income groups, which raises 
the issue of inclusiveness. A common criticism to AFNs is that they may reproduce demographic 
disparities (Allen 2010; Hinrichs  & Kremer 2002),  meaning  a  risk for a  division with affluent 
citizens accessing high quality food, and low-income groups being left with cheaper, industrial food 
from supermarkets. However, these particular AFNs should not be seen a one-size-fits-all solutions, 
and  although the networks may largely represent a middle-class privilege, Goodman and DuPuis 
(2002:17f.) argue that their relevance should not be neglected and that this reflexive consumption 
still constitutes a political action and an “expression of agency”. Nevertheless, it is problematic that 
there  may be  fewer  opportunities  for  low-income groups  to  access  good quality  food in  Cluj-
Napoca, and Goodman (2010) argues that AFNs should have a strong focus on social justice so as to 
avoid  becoming  niche  markets  for  the  affluent.  Furthermore,  Hinrichs,  &  Kremer  (2002:87) 
emphasise that in order to improve the “social access to and engagement with” more localised food 
systems,  it  is  vital  to  move beyond the  focus  on the  CSA itself  and also  organise a  range of  
complementary initiatives for food security, such as community gardening. 
In sum, following the terminology of Watts, Ilbery, & Maye (2005), I would argue that both CT and 
ASAT constitute fairly strong forms of AFNs considering that they are organising food provisioning 
differently through short and connected supply chains, rather than being solely about providing food 
with certain characteristics. However, the issues of quantity, the delivery arrangement, and unequal 
power relations could influence the functioning of the networks negatively. ASAT has the potential 
to be a more transformational mode of food provisioning, due to the intrinsic focus on community 
(Hinrichs 2000; Kloppenburg  et al. 1996), and the high response rate by ASAT consumers in the 
survey  gives  indications  that  they  are  more  engaged  in  their  network  than  the  CT consumers. 
However, in the survey, CT consumers reported a higher level of satisfaction with the quality of the 
food, the price paid, the delivery arrangement as well as the content of the boxes, indicating that the 
CT model is better suited to the interests of the consumers. 
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8. Analysing Layers of Embeddedness
Drawing  on  insights  from  the  previous  chapter,  here  I  discuss  the  horizontal  and  vertical 
embeddedness  of  the  AFNs.  Firstly,  I  explore  the  horizontal  dimension  by  focusing  on  the 
relationships between producers and consumers. Secondly, I assess the vertical embeddedness by 
examining what trends on national and European levels are limiting or assisting these networks. 
8.1. Horizontal Embeddedness
Food exchanged through AFNs in Cluj-Napoca are to various degrees embedded in the local context 
with the food representing something more than just a product.  It matters where and how it was 
made (Sage 2003).  Since food systems in Romania only recently started to become disembedded 
because of the growth of the CFS (Rowe 2012), many of the consumers involved express a close 
connection to food and agriculture, as mentioned above. 
8.1.1. ASAT Focus on Community 
ASAT  can  be  seen  as  more  embedded  than  CT,  since  it  is  explicitly  focusing  on  creating 
relationships between producers and consumers;  there is  a  notion of  community and solidarity. 
Although many ASAT consumers are not involved explicitly for the community aspect, they like the 
idea of knowing the origin and some want to get “closer to the produce, to visit more, to relate 
more” (Consumer 2, ASAT). Furthermore, ASAT attempts to embed food systems in  consumer-
consumer relations as well,  through providing various opportunities for interaction and building 
community. ASAT is thus aiming to be what can be considered a “particularly transformative direct 
marketing institution” (Hinrichs 2003:39), although this process is only starting and can to some 
extent  be  seen  as  being  pushed by the  initiators  since  it  is  not  fully  aligned  with  the  current 
consumer motivations. It does seem like involvement in the network can be embedding over time 
since, as I have observed, in the evaluation meeting for Producer 1, ASAT, who started in 2012,  
around half of the consumers attended, whereas for Producer 3, who started in 2013, only 1 (of 20) 
attended. Indeed, rather than being “shareholder CSAs”, where the consumers take an active role in 
shaping the food system, as aspired by the initiators, ASAT is for the most part currently more of a 
“subscription CSA” (Bîrhală & Möllers 2014).  
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8.1.2. CT Embedding through Food Quality
CT is more of a direct service and many of the consumers do not know the name of their producer, 
but the system is embedded in the sense that the consumers find it important to know how and 
where their  food has been produced. Further, although the consumers in many cases joined the 
network in pursuit of easy access to good food, similar to ASAT they express interest in creating 
more embedded food systems, by visiting the farm and connecting more with the producer. This is 
important in order to “establish a connection of trust between the sellers and the buyers”, since it is 
not about “a usual product like a TV or something like this but something very important – food” 
(Consumer  14,  CT).  Compared  to  ASAT,  I  would  then  argue  that  CT is  becoming  embedded 
through a slower process which perhaps can be more sustainable in the long run. This is related to 
the role of the food itself in CT, since it seems like the perceived exceptional quality stimulates 
good relations: “I love them because they are humble, they produce good, they have values, they 
promote a solution /.../, I love what comes out of their hands” (Consumer 1, CT). Indeed, Holloway 
et al. (2007:81) emphasise how the significance of the food itself can involve “the holding together 
of particular sets of relationships and spatio-temporal arrangements”. In this case, it seems like the 
quality of the produce accords with local notions of good taste among the consumers (Morgan, 
Marsden, & Murdoch 2006:12).  The survey I conducted further sparked the interest in building 
relations, since it “would be nice to go and see how your vegetables are grown” (Consumer 8, CT). 
8.1.3. Peasant Identity and (Re)peasantisation
Similarly, the producers express satisfaction with having more embedded food relations than what 
they previously experienced in the farmers' markets: “when you know that the customers are happy 
you are also happy” (Producer 3, CT). Producer 4, CT is aware that some consumers are mostly 
interested in the service, but states that this is fine: “you get to know the ones who are serious”. This 
relates  to  the  notion  of  pride  in  being  a  peasant  and providing  for  the  city,  for  example  with 
Producer 2, CT emphasising how she loves working the land. Creating an identity in this way is  
part of the peasant principle, which is about a strive for autonomy and pride in your work (Ploeg 
2008). This strive and other immaterial factors related to peasant farming can be seen as a resistance 
to the logic of Empire (ibid.:265). Like this, peasants use visibility and embeddedness as a way to 
circumvent  the invisibility and disembeddedness created by the CFS, to position themselves as 
distinctively different. By engaging in these self-organised alternative markets, peasants strengthen 
their autonomy, and can therefore be seen as part of a (re)peasantisation process (ibid.:269). 
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This process is in part facilitated by the close producer-consumer relationships under construction 
within these networks, and can be seen among consumers as well. Some of them express an interest 
to “set up my own farm, I want to and I will do” (Consumer 1, CT),  or to visit their producer to 
learn more about farming. I would argue that there is potential for (re)peasantisation here since 
these consumers are not aiming to engage in entrepreneurial or capitalist agriculture. Instead, their 
aim is to grow mainly for themselves in a more connected way to the natural environment, by using 
ecological methods, in other words “becoming more peasant” (Rosset & Martinez-Torres 2012:5). 
Consumer 2, ASAT sees this trend more broadly, “a new generation of farmers is emerging, young 
people  leaving  the  cities,  settling  in  the  countryside  and  starting  doing  permaculture,  organic 
farming - I hope to be one of them sometime”. The importance of youth engaging in agriculture 
with such an attitude of adapting to and learning from the local context, rather than focusing merely  
on instrumental aspects, is also emphasised by Ploeg (2008:285). 
8.1.4. Dangers of Defensive Localism 
As mentioned previously, although ASAT and CT represent more embedded food systems, there are 
power relations involved as well. Thus, even though the embeddedness in social relations has many 
benefits  for  sustaining  and  promoting  a  sustainable  food paradigm,  it  is  important  to  consider 
potential drawbacks. For example, Winter (2003) stresses how AFNs sometimes are criticised from 
an environmental sustainability perspective for being more about a 'defensive localism', in other 
words a conservative sense of protecting local farmers against the threats of the global, rather than a 
turn towards quality production such as organic or agroecological. In CT and ASAT, peasants are 
seen as important parts of Romania, since “if [peasant farming is] gonna end, then we're gonna end. 
If we disconnect from the natural world we will be disconnected from the planet (Consumer 3, 
ASAT).  Similarly, Consumer 11, CT, stresses that “we are a peasant country, so we should be a 
peasant country [in the future as well]”. However, since peasant farming entails more diverse and 
environmentally sound production, I would argue that the favouring of “Romanian” and “local” 
produced, is intrinsically coupled with a concern for organic and “natural” food as well. 
Thus, in a horizontal perspective, I see the AFNs as fairly embedded and in the process of becoming 
more so. In ASAT, this happens through an active focus on building relationships and a sense of 
solidarity, and in CT it is a slower process, where actors gain broader motivations to be part after 
experiencing  the  quality  of  the  vegetables  via  a  direct  connection  with  the  producer.  This 
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encourages consumers to continue building relations, and engage in the AFN not just because it is 
convenient  but  also  since  the  food  comes  with  quality  and  from  somewhere.  However,  these 
processes are only starting and personal motivations are still central for many of the consumers.
8.2. Vertical Embeddedness
The AFNs are less embedded in a vertical perspective, with policies implemented at national and 
EU levels largely promoting another kind of development for food and agriculture. Although some 
of the actors involved in the AFNs are conscious of these trends, being “nervous about the future, 
there are some big challenges going on” (Consumer 1, CT), most of them do not express a great 
awareness of this broader context. This may have implications for the prospects of the AFNs to 
contribute to a sustainable food paradigm, as I discuss more later. 
8.2.1. Government Support of Entrepreneurial Farming
The Romanian National Rural Development Plan between 2007-2013 focused largely on increasing 
the  competitiveness  of  the  agricultural  sector  in  order  to  participate  in  global  markets,  and 
facilitating the movement of labour  from agriculture to  other  sectors  (Government  of  Romania 
2010). The plan for 2014 onwards is under development, and according to Szocs (2013b) it has 
similar aims and is likely to involve “the end of peasant farming in Romania”. One aim of the plan 
is to involve more young people in agriculture, but as entrepreneurial farmers which according to 
Ploeg (2008:128f) has limited prospects to deal with the “squeeze on agriculture”, a continuing 
trend  involving  falling  prices  and  rising  costs,  as  compared  to  peasant  farming.  Whereas 
entrepreneurial farmers respond to the squeeze through industrialisation and expansion, leading to 
social  wealth  being  “squeezed  out  of  agriculture”,  peasants  respond  by  reducing  their  use  of 
external inputs, in other words turning to agroecology (ibid.:130, 278). 
In general, many consumers do not trust the government to do good things, as taxes are said to sink 
“into a black hole” (Consumer 3, CT). Given that AFNs growing larger can undermine the growth 
of the CFS, it is likely that the government will eventually regulate these initiatives which now 
operate in a grey legal zone, for example by taxing them. This can make them more inaccessible for 
low-income groups, and could also undermine the AFNs if consumers choose other channels due to 
the sharp rise in price. However, the consumers who find the mode of production (peasant farming) 
and the supply chain (direct) to be particularly important might still choose AFNs, since even if it is 
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“cheaper in the market, the fact that it comes to me, the fact that I support those people to continue 
what they are doing makes it OK for me” (Consumer 6, CT). This can be seen as an offsetting of 
personal incentives against broader societal benefits (Sage 2003:48). 
8.2.2. Certified Foods and Construction of Quality
There is a trend of certification of organic and traditional produce in Romania (Tudor, Macau, and 
Butu  2013;  Ion  2012).  Large-scale  commercial  actors  often  have  a  competitive  advantage  in 
accessing and implementing these certifications, whereas many small-scale producers are facing 
challenges to do so (Lee, Gereffi, & Beauvais 2012; Sage 2003). The average farm size for certified 
organic products is around 72-75 ha,  showing that this  option is mainly pursued by large-scale 
farmers (Ion 2012). Indeed, peasants as well as the AFNs could get undermined by supermarkets 
focusing more on selling certified organic products, as this can take away consumers from AFNs 
and into the CFS (Watts, Ilbery, & Maybe 2005). This is problematic since these approaches within 
the CFS can only ensure sustainability to  some extent,  and often lead to the marginalisation of 
peasants and socio-cultural aspects of food (Marsden & Morley 2014; McMichael 2005). 
Further, AFNs could be undermined if good food becomes increasingly associated with certified 
products rather than with trust and provenance as is the case in more embedded systems (Murdoch, 
Marsden, & Banks 2000). In particular, potential consumers could be in the process of constructing 
a notion of quality based on safety and control, for example if subject to advertising from the CFS 
(ibid.).  Certification as a whole can be problematic; it  can be seen in relation to the process of 
Empire as a strive for increased ordering and control by the CFS. This is an example of “politics of 
quality”,  where for instance authorities can impose safety standards labelling certain traditional 
products, such as raw milk, as unsafe (Brunori 2007:27). 
8.2.3. Liberalisation of Seed and Land Markets
Ninety-four foreign companies had registered seeds on the Romanian market in 2012 (Ministry of 
Agriculture  and Rural  Development  2012:194f).  Producers  1 & 3,  CT,  also mention how seed 
companies are promoting the use of hybrid and other commercial  seeds to  peasants.  Replacing 
traditional seeds with hybrids can reduce the resilience and autonomy of peasants, since these seeds 
are often infertile, meaning that its usage replicates a model of industrial agriculture, with a constant 
need for external inputs (De Schutter 2010:5). Some of the involved producers state that they buy 
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hybrid seeds in order to increase their yields on largely exhausted soils, seemingly without knowing 
that there are agroecological strategies for handling this issue, such as mulching (Wezel et al. 2009). 
This  behaviour,  coupled  with  the  continuous  pressure  from  seed  companies,  means  that  the 
autonomy of peasants is further threatened. 
Another trend is the liberalisation of land markets, and from 2014, land in Romania is available to 
buy also for companies in the EU. The result is that Romanian farmland is increasingly controlled 
by  large-scale  agribusinesses  wanting  to  take  part  in  the  CFS,  and  produce  mainly  for  export 
(Bouniol 2013). Land prices have increased during the last decade and are likely to continue doing 
so as competition increases (Voiculescu 2008:88). This can be a major obstacle for those who want 
to move to the countryside and constitute a pressure on peasants to sell their land. Although the fact  
that half of all land in Romania is owned by peasants (ibid.) is hindering these developments, the 
liberalisation of land markets is facilitating for a process of depeasantisation. 
8.2.4. The EU Common Agricultural Policy
The development of the EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) may also have implications for 
AFNs in Romania. This policy has by and large been unfavourable for peasants in Romania, due to 
an unbalanced focus on productivist agriculture rather than rural development (Gorton, Hubbard, & 
Hubbard 2009). Subsidies are only eligible for farms over 1 hectare, and have mainly been used by 
large-scale commercial agricultural enterprises (Möllers, Buchenrieder, & Csaki 2011). Although 
the administration costs are high, at least one of the producers in CT gets subsidies (Producer 1, 
CT), which they say is beneficial for them. However, even though the CAP has increased its focus 
on  rural  development  and  sustainability  in  recent  years,  many  argue  that  it  still  mainly  gives 
incentives for “agricultural  intensification,  despite its  likely ecological costs” (Hartel  & Fischer 
2013:7). Thus, it seems like the CAP is facilitating for the growth of the CFS in Romania. 
Thus, regarding the vertical embeddedness there are several trends on national and EU levels which 
are working against the AFNs, and instead align with the CFS and the strive for increased ordering 
and  control,  especially  by  large  agribusinesses.  However,  the  impact  of  these  trends  can  be 
mitigated if relationships within the networks are further strengthened, basing food provisioning on 
factors such as trust, community, and pride which differ largely from the logic of the CFS (Watts, 
Ilbery, and Maye 2005; Ploeg 2008). Table 3 below summarises the discussed aspects regarding the 
horizontal and vertical embeddedness of the AFNs. In the following concluding chapter, I answer 
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the main research question, and argue that AFNs in Cluj-Napoca are contributing to a paradigm 
shift by promoting agroecology, emphasising socio-cultural factors of agri-food, and being part of a 
(re)peasantisation process.  
Table 3: The horizontal and vertical embeddedness of the AFNs
Aspect Horizontal Embeddedness Vertical (Dis)Embeddedness
Community and Struggles 
over Quality 
Community  focus  in  ASAT, 
although  not  aimed  for  by  all 
consumers. 
Good  quality  food  stimulating 
good relations in CT. 
Consumers  and  producers 
wanting  to  establish  closer 
relationships. 
Trends  of  certification  of 
traditional  and organic  food,  can 
influence  potential  consumers 
notion  of  quality  towards  more 
safety and control. 
(Re)- and depeasantisation AFNs  being  part  of  peasants 
strive  for  autonomy.  Sense  of 
identity  and  pride  in  providing 
good food. 
Consumers expressing interest in 
engaging in peasant farming. 
Consumers  see  peasants  as  an 
important part of Romania. 
Romanian  government 
encouraging  entrepreneurial 
farming over peasant farming. 
Liberalisation  of  seed  and  land 
markets  in  Romania  having 
implications  for  peasants' 
autonomy. 
CAP  largely  promoting 
productivist agriculture. 
Half  of  Romania's  farmland 
owned by peasants. 
Source: (the author) 
9. Concluding with the Contribution to a Sustainable Food Paradigm
In this thesis, I set out to explore some of the diversity regarding alternative food practices in Cluj-
Napoca,  Romania,  namely  CT and ASAT,  so  as  to  understand how they can  contribute  to  the 
establishment of a sustainable food paradigm. I began by outlining how the CFS has grown through 
the promotion of industrial agriculture with external inputs, in recent decades coupled with trade 
liberalisation and global markets. The result has been corporate concentration, with global trends of 
land appropriations, and supermarkets influencing global production and consumption patterns. I 
have argued that the implications of these trends are related to disembeddedness, where it no longer 
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matters  where  and  how  something  was  produced,  and  the  dispossession  of  peasants,  who  are 
marginalised within the CFS. The sustainability turn within the CFS means that supermarkets and 
agribusinesses are increasingly involved in “quality” markets, a trend which is unsustainable in the 
long run, given that these actors are part of an economic growth paradigm. I have also argued that  
this turn can favour peasants, but largely the ones who have the means to become entrepreneurial 
farmers, which makes socio-cultural aspects of food production increasingly redundant. 
The CFS is growing in prominence also in Romania and in relation to these trends, I have argued 
that it is crucial to explore the alternative strategies emerging as a response since they can give 
insights into how to organise food production and consumption differently. ASAT and CT constitute 
such alternatives and in this thesis I have examined potential synergies and conflicts  within the 
networks and their level of embeddedness in the local as well as broader institutional and political 
context.  What,  then,  has  been  learned  from this  study?  How  can  these  AFNs  contribute  to  a 
sustainable food paradigm, and foster a process towards a point where alternative practices can 
more substantially challenge the supremacy of the CFS? 
ASAT and CT accommodate to consumers' need for tasty, good quality, and local produce, and 
producers' need for a more secure and rewarding market. As seen in the analysis, CT consumers are 
more satisfied with their network, but ASAT might have the potential to be a more transformational 
mode of food provisioning, through the focus on building a sense of community and solidarity. 
Potential conflicts lie mainly in issues regarding quantity of food, the delivery system, unequal 
power relations, and inclusiveness. A major synergy within these networks is the idea of quality 
produce being closely tied to peasant production, which I see as limiting the prospects for the CFS 
to undermine these AFNs. This synergy constitutes a main embedding factor, especially within CT, 
where  the  perceived  food  quality  assists  in  strengthening  producer-consumer  relations.  Thus, 
although I have seen that the vertical embeddedness is limited considering disadvantageous trends 
on national  and EU levels,  the networks  are  in  the  process  of  becoming more embedded in  a 
horizontal  perspective which improves the prospects of a paradigm shift.  Furthermore,  I  would 
argue that the equating of quality food with peasant produce can in practice be seen as a promotion 
of agroecology, as traditional farming systems are largely agroecological,  thus contributing to a 
sustainable food paradigm. 
I have argued that peasant farming is relevant for a sustainable food paradigm, and that engaging in 
AFNs  and  turning  to  agroecology  are  important  strategies  in  peasants'  strive  for  autonomy. 
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However, since agroecology is not an explicit aim within these AFNs, and not seen as a political  
strategy, some producers in the AFNs, for example, choose hybrid seeds over traditional ones even 
though this reduces their autonomy. Gonzalez de Molina (2013) emphasises that for agroecology to 
be able to effectively challenge the CFS, politics has to be at the centre which involves seeing how 
food production is closely “linked to the technological,  political,  economic,  social,  and cultural 
aspects  of  the  broader  food system” (Tomich  et  al. 2011:213),  in  other  words  recognising  the 
vertical embeddedness. The actors involved in CT and ASAT are largely not aware of broader trends 
influencing food and agriculture in Romania, which indeed is a limitation of these AFNs.   
However,  this  limitation  could  be  dealt  with  by  strengthening  producer-consumer  relationships 
since  “[n]o  agroecological  transition  will  be  fully  successful  without  a  major  alliance  between 
producers and consumers” (Gonzalez de Molina 2013:56). AFNs such as CT and ASAT could play 
an important role in creating such an alliance, since relationships between producers and consumers 
are already under development as food is exchanged and produced to various extents via direct 
interactions. These relationships could be further strengthened so that broader benefits, for example 
related to peasant livelihoods and environmental sustainability, can become central aims for the 
involved actors. I see that such strengthening opportunities are available in ASAT through the co-
planning and community activities, but less available in CT, which might be a limitation.
The AFNs are further contributing to a sustainable food paradigm by emphasising the importance of 
socio-cultural aspects of agri-food, which I have argued can serve as a way to position the AFNs as 
qualitatively different from the CFS. In CT and ASAT, such aspects can be seen through producers 
expressing pride in providing urban citizens with food, consumers seeing peasants as an important 
part of the Romanian identity, and through having community and solidarity as important aims. On 
a related note, I have argued that the AFNs are part of a (re)peasantisation process, whereby the 
autonomy of peasants is increased. There is potential  in furthering this process, considering the 
interest among consumers to engage in peasant farming themselves. However, (re)peasantisation is 
always  threatened  by  depeasantisation,  as  a  consequence  of  the  developments  within  the  CFS 
(Ploeg 2008). Therefore, I would argue that in order to effectively establish a new paradigm, it is 
important to consider how alternative practices can build connections between each other so as to 
constitute a more significant counter-force to the CFS and the process of depeasantisation. 
For the future, I see that if actors within these embedded food systems in Cluj-Napoca are able to 
foster closer alliances between producers, consumers, and other initiatives, further emphasise the 
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socio-cultural importance of the food networks, and recognise the broader political significance in 
their actions, there is potential for a paradigm shift. A shift which would increase the potential for 
ensuring environmental sustainability and social justice. What the future for food and agriculture in 
Romania will look like remains unknown, but it is clear that ASAT and CT, despite the discussed 
weaknesses  and  external  threats,  constitute  seeds  of  change  towards  the  establishment  of  a 
sustainable paradigm for food.
10. Food for Thought
In order to understand the contribution to a paradigm shift further, a question for future research is  
if initiatives like ASAT and CT can or should explicitly challenge the CFS. This is important since  
alternative solutions may have limited prospects if the CFS increases its dominance. As of now, 
most actors in CT and ASAT do not express a direct purpose of undermining the CFS, and although 
their actions can still be considered as resistance in practice (Goodman & DuPuis 2002), they are 
more “civil” rather than “uncivil” (D'Alisa, Demaria, & Cattaneo 2013). Civil initiatives might not 
change broader structures, but can build a “network of pragmatic, local, day-to-day change”, and be 
attractive  to  many  individuals  (ibid.:221).  Together  with  more  uncivil  initiatives,  which  are 
explicitly oppositional to the CFS, they could constitute vehicles for change (ibid.). 
Therefore,  future  research could examine how alliances  can be built  between civil  and uncivil 
initiatives in  Cluj-Napoca.  Following my own observations,  there are,  for example,  community 
gardens, Gustare, farmers' markets with a lower fee for producers, and a free market with a people's 
kitchen, Pia a  Autonomaț 7,  which  can  be  of  relevance.  These  initiatives  can  also  be  studied  in 
relation to inclusiveness. ASAT and CT mainly constitute niche markets for the affluent, and it is 
therefore essential to explore how to make good agroecological produce more widely available. 
Furthermore, whereas most research on AFNs focus on producers and consumers, I find it useful to 
also study the role of initiators in starting up, sustaining, and influencing AFNs. 
Looking into how these kinds of alternative initiatives can flourish through the cracks of the CFS is  
of  crucial  relevance,  especially  considering  their  potential  for  improving  the  prospects  of 
(re)peasantisation and environmentally sustainable and socially just futures in Romania and beyond. 
7 In English: Autonomous Market
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Appendix I: List of Respondents  
Initiators
Respondent Date of interview Structure Recorded
Initiator 1, ASAT 3/10-13 Semi-
structured
Yes
Initiator 2, ASAT 15/10-13 Informal No
Initiator 1, CT 31/8-13, 19/9-13 Informal No
Initiator 2, CT 3/10-13 Informal No
Producers
Respondent Date of 
Interview
Structure Recorded Observation
- Farm
Observation- 
Distribution
Observation
- Meeting
Producer 1, ASAT 15/10-13 Informal No 15/10-13 10/10-13 31/10-13
Producer 2, ASAT 22/10-13 Informal No 22/10-13 10/10-13 -
Producer 3, ASAT 25/10-13 Informal No 13/10-13
25/10-13
10/10-13 7/11-13
Producer 1, CT 9/10-13
31/10-13
Informal No 19/9-13
9/10-13
31/10-13
31/10-13 -
Producer 2, CT 5/12-13 Informal No 5/12-13 - -
Producer 3, CT 4/12-13 Semi- Yes - - -
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structured
Producer 4, CT 4/12-13 Semi-
structured
Yes - - -
Consumers
Respondent Date of Interview Structure Recorded
Consumer 1, ASAT October 23, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 2, ASAT November 4, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 3, ASAT November 5, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 4, ASAT November 7, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 5, ASAT November 12, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 1, CT November 6, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 2, CT November 8, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 3, CT November 8, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 4, CT November 8, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 5, CT November 8, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 6, CT November 11, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 7, CT November 11, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 8, CT November 11, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 9, CT November 12, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 10, CT November 13, 2013 Semi-structured No
Consumer 11, CT November 20, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 12, CT November 21, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 13, CT November 22, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 14, CT November 22, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Consumer 15, CT November 22, 2013 Semi-structured Yes
Appendix II: Interview and Observation Guides
Interview Guide Producers
Thank you for taking part in this interview, it is highly appreciated. Your participation will be 
completely anonymous, so you are welcome to express yourself freely. Also, there are no right or 
wrong answers to the questions I will ask; I’m interested in hearing your story, your perspectives, 
reflections and experiences related to food in general and the box(es) in particular. I will use the 
material in my Master’s Thesis in Development Studies at Lund University in Sweden. 
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Main questions Follow-up questions or clarification
Can you tell me a bit about yourself and your family? Do they all live here? Do any one else live here?
Can you tell me a bit about this area? Neighbors, village, 
Cutia Ţăranului
How did you hear about CT for the first time? Who told you? What did you think?
How did it come about that you joined CT? When did you join CT? Why did you join CT? 
How would you describe what CT is about? 
How does the system work practically? Packing, deliveries, contact with consumers. Who does 
what? What is the content of the box? How many 
consumers do you deliver to? How many would you like 
to deliver to? 
What is your impression about CT? 
What do others say when you tell them about CT?
Farming
Can you tell me a bit about the farm? What crops, seeds? Who helps out? Land size? What is 
most important regarding the farming? 
Methods/chemicals?
Can you describe a normal day on the farm? 
What are the main difficulties for your farming?   Weather, weeds, pests, time-consuming. 
Have you made any changes in your farming since you 
started with the boxes?
More or less time-consuming? More production? How 
have you managed to increase the production? 
Relationships
Can you tell me a bit about your relationship to the 
consumers? 
How often do you meet, and where? Have consumers 
visited your farm? Why do you think they take part?  Do 
they ask about how you farm? What do they ask you 
about?
Can you tell me a bit about your relationship to the 
initiators of the project?
Why do you think they started the project? How much do 
you keep in touch? How involved are they?
What is important for you when it comes to food? How much of the food you eat comes from the farm? 
Where do you get the rest from? Taste, quality, 
abundance.  
Livelihoods/Influence by CT
How is your life now compared to before CT? What are the main differences? More money, more stable 
livelihood, can make investments. How did you sell food 
before? Do you still sell food there?
What do you think of the farmers' market? Has things changed there, e.g. become more or less 
challenging for peasants.
Visions for the future
When you think about the future (next year, 5 years) 
what comes to your mind? (in relation to CT, food, 
agriculture etc.) 
Do you plan to continue being part  of CT? Why, why 
not? How do you see the future of CT? What will happen 
to the farm? How do you see the future for peasants in 
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general?
What do you see as the challenges to achieve this? Internal or external. Is there anything happening in the 
area which you find challenging? 
What do you see as the opportunities to achieve this? Internal or external. Is there anything happening in the 
area which you find promising? 
Outro
Is there anything you've been thinking about during this 
interview that you haven't been able to say yet? What? 
Interview Guide Consumers 
Thank you for taking part in this interview, it is highly appreciated. Your participation will be 
completely anonymous, so you are welcome to express yourself freely. Also, there are no right or 
wrong answers to the questions I will ask; I’m interested in hearing your story, your perspectives, 
reflections and experiences related to food in general and the box(es) in particular. I will use the 
material in my Master’s Thesis in Development Studies at Lund University in Sweden. 
• Can you tell me a bit about yourself?
• How did you get involved with Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT?
• Why did you join Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT?
• What is your impression of Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT?
• How would you describe what Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT is to someone who doesn't know? 
• What reactions do you get from family and friends when they hear that you are part of Cutia 
Ţăranului/ASAT?
• What products do you get from the basket? Do you get anything else than vegetables? 
• In the winter, when you don't get food from the basket, where do you get food from?
• Do you follow any special diet?'
• When it comes to food, what are the most important aspects for you? 
• What do you think in general about supermarkets?
• What do you think in general about the local farmers markets? 
• Do you have any experience of farming, gardening or life in rural areas?
• How would you describe your relationship to the producer? 
• How do you think this system works for her/him? 
• When it comes to Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT, what is the most important aspect for you? 
• If you could describe your experience with Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT with one word or 
sentence, what would you say? 
• Do you plan to continue next year?
• How do you see the future for initiatives like Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT?
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• How do you see the future for peasants in Romania? 
• Is there anything you would like to add? 
Observation Guide
Pick-up points, home deliveries, planning meetings.
• What is happening? What is the general set-up? How does it work?
• What is the general atmosphere? 
• How does the exchange of food/money function practically?
• Who are present at the sites? 
• How do the different actors interact? 
• What do the different actors talk about? 
• Is  anyone  “in  charge”  at  the  meetings/pick-up  points?  How  does  this  influence  the 
atmosphere?
Farms:  
• What does the land look like? 
• What crops are being grown?
• How are the crops being grown? 
• How are crops being harvested? 
• How are residues from the harvest being handled? 
• How are crops handled after harvest?
• Are any chemicals being used? 
• Who is helping out with the farm work?
• Who is mainly in charge of packing/delivering boxes?
• Who lives on the farm property? 
• Are there any neighbors close by? 
Appendix III: Digital Survey
Survey Questions
This is a survey about food and your participation in Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT. The results will be used to help 
improve the partnerships (if needed), and also in my Master's Thesis at Lund University, Sweden. Since the 
research is about the perspectives and experience of the people involved, your answers are highly valuable to 
me. Besides, my hope is that you will also find it interesting to reflect on Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT and your 
habits and values related to food. So it would be really great if you take part! The survey takes less than 15 
minutes to fill in, and your answers are completely anonymous. Please fill in the survey before October the 
31th. If you have any questions or would like to know the results of the study, please contact me at 
josefin.smeds@riseup.net. Thank you very much in advance!
Josefin Smeds
Introduction
What year did you start getting food from Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT?
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( ) 2012 ( ) 2013
* What month did you start getting food from Cutia Ţăranului?
( ) April ( ) May ( ) June ( ) July  ( ) August ( ) September  ( ) October ( ) November
On average, how many times a month do you get the following products from Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT?
Either in the box or as an extra product.
Never Less than once a month Once a month
2-3 times a 
month
Every 
week
Vegetables ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Fruits ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Cheese ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Meat ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Eggs ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Bread ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
*How many boxes do you get each week from Cutia Ţăranului?
( ) 1 ( ) 2 ( ) More than 2
*What is the size of the box(es) you get?
( ) Small (for 1-2 people) ( ) Big (for 3-4 people) ( ) Other: _______________________________
Motivations for participation
Some of the statements below have been made by people joining similar initiatives in other places. Please 
rate to what extent you agree with these statements.
I joined Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT ...
Strongly 
disagree Disagree
Neither 
disagree 
nor agree
Agree Strongly agree
... to get food which is good for my 
health. 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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... to get organic food (produced 
without synthetic chemicals)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... because I know other people who get 
food from Cutia Ţăranului. 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... to be able to know how my food is 
produced.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... to be able to know where my food 
comes from.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... to get food that tastes good. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... because I was not happy with the 
food I can get elsewhere.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... to be connected to a small-scale 
producer.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... to get cheap food. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... to support the work of a peasant. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... to get freshly harvested food ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... *to get food delivered to my home. 
… *to access food in a convenient way
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Have any of these motivations changed since becoming a part of Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT?
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I don't know
If yes, how have your motivations changed? ____________________________________________ 
Motivations for participation
What share of the food you eat during a week comes from Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT?
Also including extra products such as meat and cheese.
( ) Less than a third ( ) About a third ( ) About half ( ) More than half ( ) Almost all
During the months you don't get food from Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT, how much of the food you consume 
comes from the following sources?
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None Very little Some
Quite a 
bit
Very 
much
Supermarkets (such as Carrefour, Kaufland, 
Unicarm, Profi)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Local farmers' markets ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Restaurants/cafés/fast-food ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Minimarkets/Small local shops ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Food values
In general, how important are the following aspects for the food you consume?
Not at all 
important
Slightly 
important
Moderately 
important
Very 
important
Extremely 
important
Taste ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Low price ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Produced by someone I 
know
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Knowing how the food is 
produced
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Organic (produced without 
synthetic chemicals)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Produced within Cluj 
county
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Food is in season ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Produced by a small-scale 
farmer
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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Freshness ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Knowing where the food is 
produced
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Producer gets paid a fair 
price
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Easy access ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Produced with respect for 
nature
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Has the importance of any of these factors changed since joining Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT?
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I don't know
If yes, how has the importance changed? ____________________________________________ 
This question is about supermarkets (for example Kaufland, Carrefour, Billa, Profi). To what extent do you 
agree with the following statements about supermarkets?
I think supermarkets... (see below) 
This question is about local farmers' markets. To what extent do you agree with the following statements 
about local farmers' markets?
I think local farmers' markets...
Strongly 
disagree Disagree
Neither 
disagree 
nor agree
Agree Strongly Agree
... have a diverse selection of food ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... have good quality food ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... are easy to access ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... have cheap food ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... are economically beneficial for 
small-scale farmers
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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... are economically beneficial for 
large-scale farmers
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... are economically beneficial for 
large agriculture companies
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... are economically beneficial for 
the consumer
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... are economically beneficial for 
the community where they are 
located
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
... mainly have food from Romania ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT
How satisfied are you with the following aspects of the partnership this year?
Not at all 
Satisfied
Slightly 
Satisfied
Moderately 
Satisfied
Very 
Satisfied
Extremely 
Satisfied
Quality of the food ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Price paid for the food ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Delivery arrangement ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Content of the box ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
This question is about the producers and the value of the box. Please rate to what extent you agree with the 
following statements.
Strongly 
disagree Disagree
Neither 
disagree 
nor agree
Agree Strongly agree
I would like to pay less for the box. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
I would like to pay more for the ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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box.
I think the price I pay for the box 
contributes to the well-being of the 
producer.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
I think the price I pay corresponds 
to the value of the food in the box.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
I think the producer benefits 
economically from Cutia 
Ţăranului/ASAT 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
I think Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT is a 
good way for peasants to sell their 
food
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
How many times have you visited the producer's farm this year?
( ) Never ( ) 1 time ( ) 2-3 times ( ) 4 times or more
For what reasons did you visit the producer?____________________________________________ 
How many times have you contacted the producer (for example via phone or e-mail) this year?
( ) Never ( ) 1-2 times ( ) 3-4 times ( ) 5-6 times ( ) 7 times or more
For what reasons have you contacted the producer?
[ ] Discuss practical details related to deliveries [ ] Express gratitude
[ ] Ask about recipes/cooking guidance [ ] Set up meetings (other than deliveries)
[ ] Ask about the farming [ ] Report on issues with the food (for example something gone bad)
[ ] To ask if they need help [ ] Other
**How many planning meetings have you been to this year? 
( ) 0 ( ) 1 ( ) 2 or more
**How many times have you helped out as a volunteer this year? 
For example with distributions, communication with producer, communication with consumers, promotion 
of the partnership. 
( ) Never ( ) 1-2 times ( ) 3-6 times ( ) 7-10 times ( ) 10 times or more
**Would you like to help out more as a volunteer? 
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( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I don't know
**If yes, how would you like to help out more? __________________
Do you plan to be part of Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT next year?
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I don't know
Why not?____________________________________________ 
Based on your experience, how likely are you to recommend Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT to a friend or colleague?
( ) Never ( ) Not likely ( ) Not sure ( ) Likely ( ) Very likely
Demographics
In what year were you born? _______
What is your gender?
( ) Female ( ) Male
How many people live in your household?
Adults: ___________________ Children: ______________________
What is the average income of your household per month?
( ) Less than 500 lei ( ) 500-1500 lei ( ) 1501-3000 lei ( ) 3001-4500 lei
( ) More than 4500 lei ( ) I'd rather not say
What is the highest level of education you have completed?
( ) Primary school or less ( ) Gymnasium ( ) High school ( ) Bachelor's degree
( ) Master's degree ( ) PhD degree or more
Interview
Would you be willing to take part in a short interview (about 30 minutes)?
The interview will centre around the topics of the survey (Cutia Ţăranului/ASAT, food, agriculture), and will 
be an opportunity for you to share your experience of being part in this initiative.
( ) Yes ( ) No
Would it be possible for you to have the interview in English?
( ) Yes ( ) No
What is your contact information?
Thank you for wanting to take part in an interview. Please provide your contact information below and I will 
contact you in a few weeks with further details. Of course, your contact details will only be used for the 
purpose of the interview; I promise to guarantee the anonymity of your survey answers.
Name: ________ E-mail: _______________ Phone: ______________
If you have any reflections, comments or questions related to the topics of the survey, please write them here.
____________________________________________ 
Thank You!
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* Specific question for CT
** Specific question for ASAT
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